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1.1 Fundamental Concepts and Commonly Used Theorems
Ultrasound imaging and B-SCan Ultrasound, a longitudinal wave, is usu
ally referred to as sound with frequency above the limitation of human hearing (i.e. / >
18KHz). For medical imaging in most cases, the frequency of a few megahertz is widely
used [9]. Since the sound speed in water and in most body tissues is about 1.5 km/s and that
of an X-ray is 300 Mm/s, this difference essentially indicates that pulse-echo techniques
are relatively straightforward to develop in ultrasound as compared to that in an X-ray
system. This is because the propagation time in 1 cm of water is 6.7fis for ultrasound and
about 33 ps for X-rays. Thus, the current state-of-the-art electronic facilities can read
ily resolve different depths using ultrasound but can hardly accomplish range gating using
pulsed X-ray sources[12].
Like many other waves, ultrasound also demonstrates various interaction phe
nomena, such as interference, reflection, scattering, diffraction, etc., when it propagates
inside a medium. Owing to the tissue scattering properties, there will always be some ul
trasound signals traveling back after these interactions and carrying some knowledge about
the region where these interactions occur. Usually, the backscattered (echo) signal is utilized
for imaging. In ultrasound B-scan imaging, an ultrasonic pulse is introduced to transmit
the wave through a transducer into a medium, and the echo waves from the medium are
received by a receiver (usually the same transducer). The magnitude of the received signal
is chosen and displayed in brightness variations as an image.
Ultrasound Scattering in tissue While traveling in a medium, Ultrasound
is reflected whenever it encounters variations in acoustic impedance. For plane waves,
the acoustic impedance is defined as pv, where p is the medium density and v the speed of
sound. Scattering, however, usually occurs when an incident wave interacts with a scatterer
whose dimension is comparable with or less than the wavelength of the ultrasound. This
interaction results in a wave diffraction in various directions. Many tissue structures within
organs of human body have scatterers of size less than 1 mm (e.g. cells about 10p.m or
0.3A at 5 MHz, and boundaries up to 10 cm or 300A at 5 MHz) [24] and they obviously
will scatter incident waves. Thus, it has been found that scattered ultrasound makes major
contributions to the echo signal in images.
Resolution Cell Volume Many statistical properties of the RF echo signal in ul
trasound imaging depend upon the frequency and bandwidth of the source, which is in
turn determined by transducer design. The resolution cell volume of a transmitted beam is
defined as a 3-D region, whose dimension along the wave propagation direction is the pulse
length whereas that in the imaging plane perpendicular to this direction is the effective area
corresponding to the Fourier transform of the transducer's
aperture.
Speckle A frequently used term in laser optics, speckle, is employed in ultrasound to de
scribe a random intensity distribution. In ultrasound imaging, inhomogeneous medium can
be represented as a uniform matrix with scattering targets randomly distributed through
out, and this results in a random
brightness pattern (speckle pattern) if there are many
randomly located scatterers in a resolution
cell volume of the transmitted beam. Usually,
the scatterers are much smaller than the resolution cell volume. Thus, it is customary
to interpret the speckle pattern as the result of a constructive and destructive coherent
summation of the detected signal. This signal detection is considered as a random process.
Linear systems Many phenomena found in medical imaging systems exhibit linear
features as a satisfactory approximation. Since we only deal with linear systems in this
research, their features are briefly described. In defining a linear system, two important
properties, i.e. scaling and superposition, given by
Siahix, y) + bl2(x, y)] = aSh(x, y) + bSI2{x, y), (1.1)
should be first mentioned, where S is the system operator, a and 6 are constants, and I\
and I2 are the 2-D input functions. The system operator S is usually a blurring function
that dims the original images and it can be a convolution operation with a point-spread
function of the system. Thus, (1.1) dictates that the blurred image of weighted sum of two
original images is equal to the weighted sum of the two images which are then blurred by
the system function. This powerful concept allows us to decompose an image, operate on
the individual parts with the system function, and then sum to obtain the desired output
image. In addition, the convolution theorem plays an important role in the theory of linear
system. Associated concepts, e.g. point spread function, Fourier transform, convolution,
auto/cross-correlation, etc., will be frequently employed in the thesis.
Statistical properties of echo signals Since the detailed information as to
how an acoustic field interacts with a 3-D random scattering structure is unknown and the
ultrasonic echoes from a biological tissue are usually very complex, thus, the random nature
of the echo signals need to be analyzed statistically. In general, the random properties of
speckle patterns depend on the resolution cell volume of the imaging system as well as the
features of the medium to be imaged. If the number of scatterers in the resolution cell
volume is very large, the positions of the scatterers are independent of one another and the
phases associated with each of scatterers are uniformly distributed over the interval (0, 2x),
then the density function of the complex amplitude A of the echo signal, p(A), exhibits a




are the real and imaginary parts of the complex amplitude A. The signal's
envelope A (=|| A ||) can be shown to be a Rayleigh distribution,
p{A)
= ^e-, A>0 (1.3)
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whereas the signal intensity I (= A2) corresponds to an exponential distribution,
p(/)=-^e-^. />0 (1.4)
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If an additional sinusoidal signal with a constant amplitude
.0(
= || B ||) is com






= J0(-^-), A>0 (1.5)
where J0 is Bessel function of the first kind, the zero order. The probability density can be
written as







for the complex ampUtude.
Basic statistical formula
1. Discrete Probability Distribution
Assume that the random variable X may take on any value of the finite, ordered,
discrete set of values (xi,x2,x3, ...,xn), where n is a positive integer sequence. If
/; is the frequency of occurrence of xx and N is the sum of /,, then the probability
function, /(x,-), can be expressed as
p(X = Xi) = f(Xi) = fJN = ft/ J2 fh (1-8)
.7
= 1
and the expected value (mean value) of the random variable X is given by
x = E[X] = Y.*if(*i)- (1-9)
For any nonnegative integer k, the
kth
moment about the origin of the discrete
random variable X is defined as
E[Xk} = ^xkf(x,). (1.10)
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= E[(X-E[X])2} = x^-x2. (1.11)
2. Statistical Parameters in Signal Analysis
In signal or imaging analysis, it is instructive to calculate the signal to noise ratio
SNRa for the envelope, SNRj for the intensity, Kurtosis K and the normalized
second moment of intensity Iratio- These parameters are mathematically written as










where A is the amplitude and I the intensity of the stochastic signal, aa and 01 are
corresponding variances, and < > denotes an average operation. It can be shown
that the relation ITatio =
SNR[~2
+ 1 holds, and this is because

























3. General Gamma Probability Density Function (PDF)
A random variable X is said to possess a Gamma distribution with parameters a > 0
and (3 > 0 if it has a PDF
f $A,xa~le~i, x > 0
g(x)=\
W (1.17)
I 0. x < 0
The corresponding mean and variance are
E[x] = x = a/3,
E[(x-x)2} = a(32. (1.18)
4. General Erlang Probability Density Function
If q = ti, then Gamma distribution reduces to Erlang distribution and its PDF is
^^O^TJ!1""16-"' x>0 (L19)
with a mean and variance
E[x] = x = n@,
E[(x-x)2] = nP2. (1.20)








From (1.20), we have x = ni3. Since x = , the above equation can be rewritten as
f{r) = - -e~T. 1.22
(n - 1)! \nr) r
v
Its mean and variance are given by
E[t] = t,
E[(t-t)2] = ^ (1.23)
1.2 Overview
Ultrasound, as it has many advantages, has been extensively applied in medical
imaging because it interacts by penetration and scattering with the tissue structure and the
latter signals back with the information on its configuration. This modality is specifically
useful for soft tissues, which are difficult to image by conventional X-ray techniques. Pulse-
echo ultrasound, in particular, is used to visualize the internal tissue structure, especially
in regions which are potentially sensitive, such as the pregnant abdomen and the eye. Since
the early 1970's, it has been recognized that the measurement of ultrasonic attenuation
and scattering in tissues would be useful for non-invasive tissue characterization. Many
researchers have since paid attention to ultrasound tissue characterization and have been
trying to analyze the backscattered ultrasound signals in order to better understand the
detailed tissue structure, such as scatterer size, reflection strength of scatterers and the
scatterer number density, etc. And it is hoped to extract certain parameters from the
ultrasonic echo signals and relate them to the tissue microstructure. This technique may
be possibly applied to diagnostic ultrasound imaging to interpret the tissue normality or
the stage of the diseases in abnormal areas.
Owing to the statistic nature of the physical phenomena underlying the echo
formation process, tissue can be modeled as a collection of ideal scatterers randomly dis
tributed in space. As is known [16, 26], in the Rayleigh limit (completely random distributed
and highly concentrated scatterers), the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of an image has a con
stant value of 1.91 for the signal's envelope and of 1.0 for the intensity. Over this limit, the
first order statistics of the speckle pattern has little, if any, useful information about the
tissue structure. On the other hand, the speckle statistics not only depends on the scatterer
distribution but also on the resolution cell volume of the system [16]. Thus, when the mean
spacing of scatterers is no longer negligible compared to the resolution cell volume of the
imaging system, the scatterer number density cannot be considered 'very
high'
in this case
and the statistical properties will be governed by the non-Rayleigh distribution [22]. It has
been suggested that such a non-Rayleigh statistics may be useful in tissue characterization
[2, 23] and the change of certain statistical parameters may be an important indicator,
for instance, for the illness condition of the liver [7]. One of the parameters is the tissue
scatterer number density or the mean spacing [19]; K-distribution may also be utilized to
model the scattering medium in ultrasound speckle analysis [5, 28].
In ultrasound B-scan imaging, the transducer is usually amplitude sensitive and
the detector senses the envelope of the echo signal. Therefore, the phase information car
ried by an echo signal has already been lost after envelope detection since it is commonly
recognized that the echo phase is uniformly distributed over the entire 2w interval. This
is due to the fact that there are a large number of scatterers in the examined region, and
that the scatterers are completely randomly located. In some cases where the scatterer
distribution is not fully random, the phase distribution will be nonuniform; as a result, the
density function for the speckle pattern will no longer be a circular Gaussian as in random
phase cases. Some researchers made use of the nonuniform phase distribution to propose
parameters which are calculated from the real and imaginary part of the detected signal as
a mean spacing estimator for the semi-random
scatterers'
distribution [26, 27], while others
carried out spectral analysis to obtain characteristic tissue signatures from spectral measure
ments [10]. But most of their work reported in the literature was only in one dimensional
cases and this simplification deviating from reality may not be applicable for complex tissue
structures. In this thesis, an innovative 3-dimensional two component tissue structure that
consists of two sets of scatterers is constructed and employed for the backscattered signal
analysis and tissue characterization. The major tasks already conducted are summarized
as follows:
(1). The two component tissue model is developed in 3-D with a set of regularly or semi
randomly spaced scatterers embedded in the randomly distributed scattering back
ground. This configuration is comparatively realistic for modeling liver parenchyma
in clinic. A Gamma distribution is used to describe a random process since it offers a
flexible approach to approximating the parametric regularity degree of the scatterer
distribution. Seven different regularities of tissues were constructed for investigation.
(2). A novel representation for the FM pulse is derived. This proposed FM pulse form
is expressed as a function of the central frequency f0 and frequency bandwidth A/
which can be arbitrarily selected for extensive computations, a significant advantage
over the traditional representation in terms of the starting frequency /;, and frequency
sweeping rate b. Validation for the
FM pulse expression shows its excellent agreement
with the original form.
(3). The microbeam approach is extended to gather multiple sets of scatterers with differ
ent mean spacings, representing an inhomogeneous tissue structure. This extension
is proposed to eliminate the restriction of the conventional microbeam technique to
single mean spacing tissues. It can be shown that, in theory, any number of scatterer
sets of different mean spacings can be merged altogether and modeled in a simple
systematic fashion.
(4). It is theoretically proved and explained why the normalized second moment intensity
<
I2
> / < I
>2
(and Kurtosis K) approaches a value less than 2 (and 3) in the
limiting case where the resolution cell volume -^ oo. The proof is based on the
method described in a paper by Chen, et al.[l], with an important modification by
assuming that there exists a 'constant intensity phasor Ia\ which is probably due
to a regular component within the tissue structure. And this explains also why our
computer simulation and experiment results differ from Chen's theoretical predictions
in the limitation case. A scheme is proposed to estimate the normalize 'constant
intensity phasor'.
(5). With the modeling technique just developed for analysis of two component tissues, the
last part of the thesis is devoted to some case studies involving extensive computations
for capability demonstration and solution validation. Both single and two-component
tissue models are characterized using the same technique. In the latter cases,
mono-
component tissues are treated as if there existed a
'built-in'
inherent regularity in the
tissue. The scatterer number density (or mean spacing) and the "constant intensity
phasor"
(describing the contribution from the regular portion of tissue scatterers)
are estimated in this manner.
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CHAPTER 2
AN FM PULSE SIGNALSOURCE
GENERATION
In this chapter, a close attention is drawn to the discussion of an FM pulse signal
that has been used in this numerical simulation for ultrasonic tissue characterization.
2.1 FM Pulse Imaging
A frequency modulated (FM) pulse has been employed for soft tissue charac
terization in ultrasound imaging.[16, 17, 18] This is because the FM pulse, as opposed to
the conventional short pulses, has been found easy to use, such as to adjust the central
frequency /o and the frequency bandwidth A/ , an attractive feature whose significance
becomes obvious in extensive statistical analysis of the backscattered signals with frequent
changes in the system resolution cell volume. Figure 2.1 illustrates a typical linearly swept
frequency modulated (FM) pulse. In this work, tissue is characterized using the detected
radio frequency (RF) that is obtained by means of the pulse compression technique. Fig
ure 2.2 shows an example of a compressed short pulse generated by autocorrelation of the
FM pulse in Figure 2.1. In making use of this compression technique, it is assumed that
generation of the backscattered signal in ultrasound imaging is a linear process such that
11
Figure 2.1: A typical linearly-swept FM, long duration pulse.
300
Figure 2.2: The signal after compression of the FM pulse in figure2.1.
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the pulse compression can be performed on the backscattered signal. Figure 2.3(a) illus
trates the compression scheme applied directly to the input FM signal, while Figure 2.3(b)
describes the procedure of applying the compression technique to the backscattered
signal.
Particularly, if p(t) is an FM pulse transmitted into the medium, then the
backscattered
signal s(t) received by the transducer is the convolution of p(t) with the tissue impulse
response N(t). The necessity of applying the compression technique is explained explicitly
in Figure 2.4, where an FM pulse in (a) is scattered by the tissue with randomly distributed
scatterers shown in (b) and the received signal s(t) in (c) shows the backscattered energy
concentrated in several locations on the time axis. But this signal in (c) is apparently un-
resolvable and therefore is of little use for imaging due to its poor resolution. However, by
cross-correlating s(t) with the input FM pulse p(t), one expects to obtain a resulting
signal
r(t) with an improved resolution shown in Figure 2.4(d) where r(t) is the signal produced
by the pulse compression technique.
In general, an FM signal can be expressed as a pulse with its waveform of a
sinusoidal function modulated by a Gaussian envelope, i.e.
r o 1 -->l
P(t) = sin{2ir(fbt + bt2)\e
ia*
, (2.1)
where /j represents the starting frequency, b the sweeping rate, T the total time duration
of the pulse, and G the parameter that is used to adjust the
width of the signal's envelope.
It is noted that the central frequency /0 may be determined by the power spectrum of the
FM signal and that the bandwidth A/ may be measured as the full width of the power
spectrum of the FM pulse at the level of the half peak height, or full width half maximum
(FWHM), which is also referred to as 3 dB bandwidth. The following section describes the
procedure as to how to explicitly represent the signal in terms of f0 and A/ to avoid tedious


















Figure 2.3: Illustration of two pulse compression schemes to achieve the backscattered signal.
(a) The pulse compression is carried out before the
signal interacts with tissue scatterers;
(b) The pulse compression is carried out on the
backscattered signal.
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Figure 2.4: (a) FM pulse signal p(t); (b) randomly
located scatterers N(t); (c) backscattered
signal s(t); (d) backscattered signal after pulse
compression r(t).
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2.2 Closed Form FM Pulse Representation
2.2.1 Brief Derivation
Since the system resolution cell volume is determined by the central frequency
/o and the bandwidth A/ of the FM signal, it is necessary to find an explicit expression for
the signal in terms of these two parameters. Conventionally, the central frequency /o and
the bandwidth A/ of a signal were achieved by making use of spectral analysis (Fourier
transform) to numerically compute the signal's power spectrum and this appears to be very
inefficient and inconvenient, especially in this study where it is /q and Af that will be
selected in various combinations for extensive statistical analysis. Thus, closed form of the
input signal is desired to provide with an effective mathematical representation.
In (2.1), the FM pulse is expressed as an increasing chirp modulated by a Gaus
sian function which in turn is windowed through a red function. In order to associate the
expression of the FM pulse given in the starting frequency /;, and the sweeping rate b to
the one in fo and A/, a theoretical procedure is briefly described to transform the FM
pulse signal into frequency domain and thus to obtain its power spectrum (a more detailed
derivation is given in Appendix).
The FM pulse is first assumed to be of the same form as (2.1). With the
well-
known Euler relation, the signal becomes
r , l







= l_feJMht+bti)_e-j2*(ht+bt*)-\e^T^rect H U . (2.2)















It is understood that (2.4) and (2.5) are non-integratable or not expressible with any avail
able elementary functions. However, by applying the Stationary Phase Point (SPP) tech
nique 1 13] and the integral mid-value theorem, (2.4) and (2.5) may be greatly simplified
as
Fl = -j-e :> e V
~b
I ,lie-"' (2.6)
F2 = ^e-^e^i^A^, (2.7)
where

















-h <*i,*a <T-h; -t2 < t'(,
t'2'
< T - t2. (2.9)
t\, i'2, t'{ and t'{ are referred to as the mid-values over the corresponding integration ranges;
t\ and t2 are called the stationary phase points with respect to corresponding integrals in
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- 2e J^ e ^^ co,s(a + /i)}. (2.10)
Careful investigation of the three terms in (2.10) leads to the following observations and
conclusions:
(i). The first two terms represent two pure Gaussian functions with positive frequencies
centered at
fP = fb + bT = f0 (2.11)
and a negative portion centered at
fn = -(fb + bT) = -f0, (2.12)
where /p(> 0) and fn(= fp < 0) are symmetric with respect to the d.c. point
(/ = 0).
(ii). If there is no overlap between these two peaks, an equivalent mathematical represen
tation of this assumption indicates that as /~ 0,
-JL
e&& ^ o. (2.13)
(iii). The amplitude of the third term compared to the first two terms owing to (2.13)
satisfies
j2+j2 i2
0 < e~7^ <
e~I^r
^ Q. (2.14)
That is, the third term of (2.10) is zero of a higher order.
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and A2, are given in (2.9). Since no overlap is assumed between the peaks at the
positive and negative frequencies (for only the increasing chirp signal is considered), the
central frequency and the bandwidth may be well defined with respect to a single peak in
frequency domain. In addition, it is apparent that both peaks exhibit the same features.
Hence, only the positive frequency portion is sufficient to carry all the information for its
time domain counterpart. It is evident that the positive power spectrum V+(f) approaches
its maximum value as / ~~* fp = fo. That is,
V+(fo) = ^A\. (2.16)
The bandwidth with the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM), by definition, may then be
achieved by giving
F+(f) = V(/o), (2.17)
2
which is equivalent to




/i,2 = fo 26GVln2, (2.19)
or
A/ = A
- f2 = 46G\Tn2. (2.20)
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From (2.1) and (2.20), the starting frequency /& and sweeping rate b may be expressed as
TAf
fi = f~ 7aM' (2'21)
b= '==. (2.22)
These are the desired relations between (/0, Af) and (/;,, b). Substituting (2.21) and (2.22)
into (2.1), one has
TAf Af . 1
c-^-)2








(2.23) is the closed form FM pulse representation to be derived in terms of the central
frequency /o and bandwidth Af.
2.2.2 Validation and Discussion
To validate the expression given by (2.23), the conventional signal spectrum anal
ysis is performed to solve for the central frequency and bandwidth. The results are compared
with the given values fo and A/ and plotted in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6. Excellent agree
ments are observed for both parameters. Figure 2.7(a) and (b) are the comparisons of the
FM pulses computed from (2.1) and (2.23); the final backscattered signals, envelopes and
intensities are plotted also for comparison in figure 2.8. The results are very satisfactory.
Careful investigations show that there is a range for both /0 and A/ in applying
(2.23) such that the replacement of (2.1) within this range provides an accurate enough
result to model the FM pulse signal. However, beyond the range, it is observed that
(2.23) starts to display a complicated pattern which does not retain the feature of a purely
increasing chirp. This is because in deriving (2.22) it has been assumed that there is no
overlap between the two Gaussian peaks in frequency domain. Physically, this indicates that
the selection of the central frequency f0 and the bandwidth A/ should not be arbitrary.
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2 3 4
given center frequency f o in MHz
Figure 2.5: Comparison of the given central frequency fo with computations from (2.23)
using spectral analysis.
0.5 1 1.5 2
given bandwidth Af in MHz
2.5
Figure 2.6: Comparison of the given frequency bandwidth Af with computations from (2.23)
using spectral analysis.
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Otherwise the resolution in frequency domain may be degraded or equivalently the signal's
pattern in time domain will be significantly distorted. It is noted that the original expression
(2.1) suffers the similar limits even though mathematically this is not apparent.
In order to obtain a desired FM pulse (purely frequency increasing chirp) in







(2). The parameter G should be chosen in such a way that the tails of the Gaussian
pattern in frequency domain approach 1% or less of the peak value within the range
of interest.
Condition (1) ensures a positive central frequency, whereas condition (2) guarantees no
overlap between two Gaussian functions in frequency domain. It should be remarked that
an FM pulse violating the non-overlap conditions aforementioned in terms of (fo,Af) can
never be represented as a purely increasing frequency pulse using the other pair parameters
(fb,b). In other words, no matter how (fb,b) are chosen for given (/o,A/) that do not
satisfy the above conditions, theoretically (2.1) can never produce an FM pulse that has
only single positive sweeping rate.
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-\ w u 1. A
(c) (d)
Figure 2.8: Comparison of the received signals, envelopes and intensities, (a) the backscat
tered signal obtained from the expression (2.1); (b) the backscattered signal obtained from
(2.23); (c) the envelope extracted from (a); the envelope extracted from (b); (d)
the intensity extracted from (a); the intensity extracted from (b).
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CHAPTER 3
RANDOM VARIATES TISSUE GENERATION
In this simulation work, tissue is modeled as a cluster of ideal scatterers ran
domly located in 3-D space and possibly with random strengths. Specifically, a Gamma
distribution is employed to describe the spacing of tissue scatterers because it allows a flexi
ble approximation for the spacing regularity of the scatterers; the reflection strengths of the
scatterers, on the other hand, are assumed to obey a Gaussian distribution for one model
and a simple Delta function for the other. In this chapter, the process of Gamma random
variates generation will be qualitatively described after a brief survey of random number
generators. The Gaussian distributed sequences for the scatterer reflection strengths will
also be discussed. The algorithms for numerical realization of these statistic variates will
then be given with certain sample results.
3.1 A Few Words On Random Number Generators
Since we will deal with random process, convenient and frequent access to a nice
random number generator is particularly important. Although nowadays practical computer
"random number
generators"
are in common use, most of them however have shown their
non-random characteristics, and some are entirely unsatisfactory [15]. Knuth suggested
in [6] to ''...look at the subroutine library of each computer installation..., and replace the
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random generators by good ones
''
Park and Miller [15] reviewed more than 50 computer
science textbooks that contained software for at least one random number generator and
concluded that most of these generators were practically unsatisfactory. Also, there is a
selected list (in their paper) of the unsatisfactory generators that have either appeared in
the SO's published computer science textbooks or are supplied by popular programming
environment (even including the subroutine in the statistical package SAS).
As popularly recognized, the randomness in the context of computer-generated
sequences simply requires that the deterministic program that produces a random sequence
be different from, and statistically uncorrelated with, the computer program that uses its
output. However, it is fundamentally difficult to write quality software which produces
what is really desired a virtually infinite sequence of statistically independent random
numbers, uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. According to Park and Miller [15], the
minimal standard random generator, which is a multiplicative linear congruential generator
with multiplier 16807 and prime modulus
231
1, is actually satisfactory, if currently not
the best. Fortunately the subroutine of uniform sequence generator in Matlab
x
(analysis
package available for various platforms) is the one. Those interested in more about random
number generation are referred to [6].
3.2 Algorithms For Random Number Generation
3.2.1 Gamma Random Variates
With a verifiably nice generator for random number uniformly distributed in
[0,1], the Gamma random variates may be produced in the manner described as follows.
Matlab is the trademark ofMathworks, Inc.
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Given the Gamma probability density function (PDF) by
5(x)=
e /3, x > 0. a > 0, (3.1)
T(a)
the average value and the variance of the random variable are
E[x] = a3 and Var[x] = ad2, (3.2)
respectively. If a is an integer, say a = n, the n-order Gamma PDF (also called Erlang
distribution) is of form
3~nxn~l
9^= "' X- (3"3)
The mean and the variance of (3.3) become
E[x] = n/3 and Var[x] = nd2. (3.4)
Since the goal of this work is to investigate the effect of regularity on the
scatterers' inter-
distances, thus, the statistical properties of the random variable t=U i,_i representing
the inter-arrival time are chosen for analysis. It should be noted that the events (scat-
terer's spatial size) can be approximated as a set of Delta functions and this mathematical
simplification is valid when just the arrival time is of interest in the process and its use is
of remarkable interest in simulation procedures. Let x be the mean distance between two
subsequent scatterers and r the average inter-arrival time. They are related by r = 2x/v,
where v denotes the wave propagation speed in the medium. Also, we have x = n(3 from
(3.4). Hence, the PDF of the random variable r, still a n-order Gamma distribution, can
be identified by two parameters n and r,
r1
(n-l)!
The mean and the variance of the random variable r for (3.5) are
T2






Since the n-order Gamma distribution is identical to the Erlang distribution by
definition, and the latter can be described as the sum of n exponential variates, each having
the same parameter 3, therefore, the algorithm to generate n-order Gamma random variates
becomes straightforward [14], simply by reproducing the random process on which the
Erlang distribution is based. This can be accomplished by taking the sum of n exponential
variates, xx,x2,...,xn, with an identical mean 3. Hence, the Erlang variates x may be
written as
n n
x = ^Xi = -3^Tlnui, (3.7)
.=1 1=1
where
u,- is the uniform distributed random variates. Because the sum of logarithm is the
logarithm of production, (3.7) can be replaced by the equivalent but more efficient form
n
x = -3(lnY[Ui). (3.8)
t=i
A sample Matlab subroutine (M-file) for generating n-order Gamma variates based on the
above algorithm is given by
7. A Matlab program for n-order Gamma variates generation.









is the Matlab built-in function for uniform random numbers.
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3.2.2 Gaussian Random Variates




-oo < x < oo (3.9)
ax\/2'K
the parameters p.x and ax are the mean and the variance of the random variable. If p,x = 0
and o~x = 1, the PDF is known as the standard normal distribution with a density denoted
by
l '2
}{z) = -oo<z<oo (3.10)
And any Gaussian distribution can be converted into the standard form by the substitution
z = ZL, (3.11)
o~x
The generation of Gaussian variates is based on the Central Limit Theorem. The Central
Limit Theorem states that the probability distribution of the sum of K independently and




and variances af, as
K becomes very large, approaches the Gaussian distribution asymptotically with the mean
and variance
K





The procedure for simulation Gaussian variates on a computer involves taking the sum of
K uniformly distributed random variables u\,...,uk, where
u,- is defined over the interval
0 < u{ < 1 and with mean and variance equals \ and -t=s, respectively. The standard
normal variates then can be generated as
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To simulate Gaussian distributed random variates x with mean p,x and variance a2, we have








Following is a Matlab subroutine for generating Gaussian random variates.
7, A Matlab program for Gaussian variates (x) generation.
7. input parameters: ex (mean of x) and stdx (stand, dev. of x) ;
7. output random variates x.
tr=0.0;
for i=l:12,




3.3 Results and Discussions
In (3.5), the Gamma probability density function is characterized by two param
eters, i.e., average inter-arrival time r and order n. By varying r and n, one expects to





dictates that the standard deviation for the inter-arrival
time (or inter-distance) is a small fraction of the mean value. Thus, the high regularity
in the process should be featured by a narrow peak in the probability density function
while the low regularity process on the contrary, as it appears in Poisson process, shows an
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Figure 3.2: Scatterers of a Gamma distribution with an order n
= 50, r = 0.64/is.
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Also, from (3.6), it can be seen that given a constant mean value r, the index n
provides a continuous change in the variance and that irregularity of the process shrinks by
l/ri. For n = 1, one has a quite random Poisson process and when n increases the scatterer
distribution becomes more and more regular. Figure 3.1 and figure 3.2 are the examples of
1-D scatterers for different n with the same given T.
It can clearly be seen that for Gamma order n = 1 the scatterers are distributed
quite randomly, whereas for Gamma order n = 50 the
scatterers'
distribution is in much
higher degree of regularity. Figure 3.3 and figure 3.4 are the histograms of the Gamma
distributed scatterers created in figure 3.1 and figure 3.2.
Again it is noted that for quite randomly distributed scatterers. its histogram is
pretty flat (see figure 3.3) indicating a big standard deviation around its mean value-thus a
low regularity in the scatterer's spacing. On the other hand, for a higher Gamma order n,
its histogram is rather peaky (see figure 3.4) presenting a narrow standard deviation around
its mean-thus a higher regularity of the scatterer's distribution in space. The corresponding
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Figure 3.3: The histogram, or the number of occurrences of the same spacings, for figure 3.1.
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A comprehensive simulation has been performed using the commercially available
analysis package Matlab in all procedures, including FM pulse generation, scatterer tissue
construction, signal-tissue interaction, the statistic analysis of backscattered signals, and
finally the graphic display of simulation results. Since the Matlab package exists in almost all
major computation platforms, full use of it allows the entire analysis bulk of the algorithms
and programs portable, convenient to repeat and easy to extend or modify.
4.1 Conventions and Approximations
In this chapter, several scatterer models of various regularity degrees and mean
spacings will be generated and the typical complex tissues combining two different sets of
scatterers (referred to as 'two component tissues') will be constructed using an extended
microbeam technique (see later sections) for 3-D tissue characterization. It will be seen that
the extended version of the microbeam concept proposed in this work by no means restricts
the modeling to the
combination of two scatterer sets; however we limit our discussions in
this thesis to only the cases of the two
component tissues for tissue inhomogeneity.
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Since the mean spacing and the randomness of tissue scatterers will be fully
investigated, the two component tissue to be worked on will be designed as a combination
of a cluster of quite random scatterers (used as a background tissue) with a set of scatterers
of varying regularity, chosen to be a Gamma distribution with an order n. Specifically, the
background scatterer tissue of a highly random distribution is given a fixed mean spacing
0.5 mm, whereas the other set of scatterers for the mean spacings 1.2 mm and 2.0 mm are
added to the background tissue, respectively. Given a mean spacing (1.2 mm or 2.0 mm)
for this added set of scatterers, seven different Gamma function order ra's (n=l, 2, 3, 5, 10,
30 and 50) governing the regularity of the location distribution are chosen for simulation.
Thus, fourteen sets of two component tissue models will be used in the thesis and they are
named as BIMlNxxD and B2MlNxxD, where B is from the word
'two'
or 'bi-', Bl and B2
refer to the additional scatterer sets of the mean spacing 2.0 mm and 1.2 mm, respectively,
Ml denotes the background scatterers of a mean spacing 0.5 mm, N represents the Gamma
order and xx should be replaced by 01 for the Gamma order n=l, by 02 for n=2, etc. and
up to by 50 for n=50, and D stands for the type of scatterer reflectors chosen to be a Delta
function in this case. ( The other possible type of reflectors obeys a Gaussian distribution.)
One of the reasons that the two component tissues are chosen as the study ob
jective in this research work relies on the fact that a
'constant'
reflection intensity may
consist in the received echo signal. This intensity can be explained such that there exists in
a random scatterer distribution a regular portion, whose effect on the backscattered signal
causes an overall reflection
'averaging'
over the entire bandwidth. It should be noted that
this effect is a function of the center frequency and thus may be used for estimation of the
mean spacing for regularly distributed scatterers (which may be an indicator of an illness
condition or an abnormal area, as aforementioned). Two component tissues are purposely
constructed by adding a
'regular'
set of scatterers; therefore, the effect of the constant reflec
tion intensity may be observed as is demonstrated in chapter 5. It is noted that a randomly
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distributed tissue with a single set of scatterers may also be found to show the similar effect,
more or less obvious depending on the degree of regularity, the scatterer number density
as well as other possible complex factors. Hence, a series of single type of scatterer sets,
called mono-component tissues, are created with the mean spacings 0.5 mm, 1.2 mm and
2.0 mm for statistical analysis. For a given mean spacing, the regularity varies by choosing
n=l, 2, 3, 5, 10, 30 and 50 in the same fashion as is in the two component case. Thirty five
sets of the mono-component tissues in total will be used and they are named as MxNxxG
(14 sets ) or MxNxxD (21 sets). The notation is also similar to the two component cases,
except that here we use G to denote a Gaussian reflector and Ml. M2, and M3 represent
the models of the mean spacing 0.5 mm, 2.0 mm and 1.2 mm, respectively. Nxx determines
the distribution regularity corresponding to the aforementioned seven Gamma orders (n).
In summary, the notations for single and two componet tissues are tabulated in
Table 4.1 and the tissue model names will then be employed throughout the thesis context
as well as in the associated figures.










Mono-comp: mean spacing-0.5 mm MlNxxG MINxxD
Mono-comp: mean spacing-2.0 mm M2NxxG M2NxxD
Mono-comp: mean spacing-1.2 mm M3NxxD
Table 4.1: Name conventions of the tissue models used throughout the thesis.
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In the following sections, the computer simulation procedures will be described
step by step with an example tissue model. These include the theoretical modeling of the
linear system
,
stochastical tissue modeling, transducer modeling and the RF signal analysis.
For simplicity in the simulation, a few assumptions have been made which proved
valid [17]:
(a). Generation of a backscattered signal is a linear process;
(b). Only primary (first order) scattering will be considered;
(c). The stochastic signal is ergodic and stationary.
4.2 Simulation Techniques
4.2.1 3-D Imaging System And Point Spread Function
A practical 3-D system involves many complications which make simulation ei
ther difficult or inaccurate, depending on how far the theoretical model is away from its
original counterpart. In this section, a 3-D imaging model is evolved by atomizing the entire
configuration piece by piece. This analysis, in author's opinion, not only enables to clearly
describe the 3-D model construction but also helps to explain the physical concepts to a
certain depth.
Consider a one dimensional system and assume that an ultrasonic wave propa
gates along z axis where a collection
of scatterers are located. For a lossless medium, the





w,- is the reflection coefficient of the
ith
scatterer located at a distance
zt-
= vt{/2 from
the transducer, with v being the speed of sound in tissue and U the two-way travel time.
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As assumed the linearity property, the backscattered signal may be written as
s(t)
= p(t)*N(t). (4.2)
In this, p(t) is the input FM pulse and the symbol * represents a convolution operation. In
applying the pulse compression technique, the received signal available for signal analysis






= h(t) * N(t)
= ^uMt-U), (4.3)
where * denotes a cross-correlation operation. It is noted that r(t) is a random process
depending on random arriving time i,. In this work, a 3-D tissue medium will be dealt with
and the ultrasonic wave will be considered to transmit through a finitely sized transducer
extended in thexy source plane. The ultrasonic beam therefore should be viewed as having
a finite spot size in any plane perpendicular to the z axis. This realistic effect will be taken
into account in the following more practical imaging model [16].
In light of the theory of linear system, a 3-D tissue with single type of scatterers
may be characterized by a 1-D model making use of, for instance, the microbeam technique
if the linear process assumption in section 4.1 is valid. Particularly, this requires that
the directly reflected echo signal be only considered and that the interactions between the
scatterers (i.e. the multiple reflections of signals) be neglected compared to the direct
reflection. As in a 1-D case, the transducer-tissue combination in 3-D may be split to
individual systems whose impulse responses are both available and the overall system may
be achieved based upon the cascaded individual linear systems. To construct the entire
imaging model, we start with a single scatterer tissue illuminated by an ultrasonic wave.
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If the single scatterer (reflector) is located at (r, zo) in the transducer focal region and the
transducer with respect to the reference coordinate is placed at (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0), then the




p(t)*u6{t-to)B(r,zo), t0 = (4.4)
v
for a circularly symmetric transducer, where p(t) is the signal transmitted into the trans
ducer, r is the radial distance of the scatterer from the central axis of the beam, u is the
reflection strength of the scatterer and B(r,z0) is the transducer characteristics describing
the lateral distribution of the propagating wave at depth z zQ. After the pulse com
pression, one could obtain the impulse response for a single scatterer in the presence of a





t0)B(r, z0). t0 = (4.5)
v
It is observed that the contribution from one scatterer is simply the time delayed compres
sion pulse scaled by the scattering strength u and the beam pattern B(r, zn) in comparison
to that in 1-D case. In the far zone or Fraunhofer region, the lateral beam shape of the
transducer B(r, zq) may be approximated as
B(r,zo) = (constant)
\ VZq )
where 2d is the transducer diameter, Zn the transducer focal length, f0 the central frequency,
and J\ the Bessel function of first kind, first order. The squared power of the Airy function
is due to the transducer employed in both the transmitting and receiving modes. The
point spread function (PSF) of the imaging system or the system resolution cell volume is
governed by the compressed pulse h(t) and the beam pattern B(r,t). The former mainly
determines the resolution in the axial direction thus can be controlled by the bandwidth
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the conventional microbeams (single mean spacing) packed in a
circular cylinder.
Af of the FM pulse, whereas the latter depending on the central frequency fo of the FM
pulse is responsible for the lateral resolution. Therefore, changes in fo and Af will cause
the changes in the system PSF, and hence the changes in the system resolution cell volume.
4.2.2 Conventional Microbeam Technique
In general, the clinically used transducer has a circular aperture of radial sym
metry which allows us to express the response as a function of two spatial variables r and
z. In the focal zone, the transducer beam pattern B(z0) is confined to a largest effective
radius (corresponding to the lowest frequency flowest) in the radial direction. Therefore,
the field of the transducer in the far zone can be described by a set of equi-sized cylinders,
or microbeams shown in figure 4.1, with the diameter equal to the mean spacing of the
scatterers in the medium and with the length equal to the time duration of the RF signal.
The microbeams packed in space can be appropriately arranged by taking advantage of the
circular symmetry property. Consequently, the beam cross section may be viewed to consist
of a set of annuli of constant thickness equal to the scatterer's mean spacing af. Given the
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mean spacing or the distance between the annuli, the radius for the
kth
annulus is found to
be
rk =
{k- l)x, l<k<Na (4.7)





The symbol [ ] of the bracketed item truncates the number to the nearest integer, since
a number of microbeams each having diameter x are packed as close as possible into each
annulus, the number of microbeams in the
kth
annulus, Nm(k), can be approximated by
,Vm(Jfc)
=^ = <
[2ir(k-l)], for2< k < Na~ ~
(4.9)
1. for k=l
Because the tissue is usually modeled as a cluster of scatterers with random
locations in a 3-D region, the scatterers of a same mean spacing, as is the radius of thus
designed microbeams, happen to fit into the space within the bunch of parallel cylinders,
which constrain the separation between the independent spatial sequences. Therefore, it is
possible to use 1-D probability function to describe the random spatial events in 3-D region
and this is the intention of the original microbeam concept.
4.2.3 Extended Microbeam Technique
A Qualitative Discussion
In the conventional microbeam technique, the mean spacing of 3-D scatterers
determines the design of the microbeams. Specifically, the bunch of parallel cylinders of
same radii are closely packed so that the
effective cross-section area in the focal plane of
the transducer is assumed to be entirely covered (without any overlap, though) by the sum
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area of each microbeam. This design allows the scatterers of a given mean spacing to well
occupy the cylinders everywhere along both the radial and longitudinal directions. It has
been shown [8] that this technique is indeed useful to simplify a 3-D problem with a single
type of scatterers of a fixed mean spacing to a 1-D statistic problem, taking into account the
effect of the spatial distribution of a circular transducer. However, for a physical problem
where there are more than one type of scatterers (particularly, the mean spacing of each
type is different from the others), this technique can not be directly employed. For this
reason, we propose an extended version of a microbeam scheme to allow the simulation of
multiple types of scatterers.
Consider a tissue with two types of scatterers which could obey any probability
features and have different mean spacings x\ and x2. For the first set of scatterers, the
mean spacing x\ can be made use of to design a bunch of microbeams as usual and they
are marked 'set#l'. Similarly, one can separately design another set of microbeams in
the same manner based on the mean spacing x2 for the second set of scatterers and they
are marked 'set#2'. Intuitively, these two sets of microbeams could not be physically
superimposed since their designs are entirely incompatible in size, in number or in location.
It is fortunate that physical superposition may not be needed and that the combination can
be realized in the step after the transducer's response is considered. That is, the microbeams
set#l should be summed for each individual annulus first, and weighted by the transducer's
beam profile and then summed again over the annuli. In general, a 1-D vector storing a
number of discrete scatterers should be obtained and this is the required component from
set#l microbeams. In the same fashion, one may obtain another component from set#2
microbeams, except that when weighting is performed different sampling for the transducer's
beam profile should be used in conjunction to the mean spacing x2 or the set#2 microbeam
design. Finally, the overall 1-D model for the 3-D tissue can be achieved by superposition
of the two 1-D components with two sets of discrete scatterers. It should be noted that
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this procedure is equivalent to physically superimpose the two sets of microbeams of totally
different designs. However, as aforementioned, a direct superposition of 3-D microbeams
is not physically possible; only when the source (transducer) response in the focal region
is considered and the above procedures are followed, the combination becomes available.
Also, it should be pointed out that this discussion is based on a two component tissue with
two types of scatterers and that this scheme is apparently valid for multi-types of scatterers.
4.2.4 Extended Microbeam Technique
A Theoretical Discussion
Although the microbeam technique has been conceptually extended and discussed
in the above subsection, however, the validity of the scheme needs to be theoretically jus
tified. The system linearity property will be used for justification.
It is known that the scattering strength u>n for the set #1 microbeams and U{2





described by the probability function pWil or pWi3, respectively. Within each microbeam the
inter-arrival time (or inter-distance) r between any two adjacent scatterers is also a random
variable governed by the probability density function pTa or pTp for two sets ofmicrobeams,







) annulus, denoted as m^j,^) ("H2)_,2(f)), can be represented
as
mfclj1(*)
= Ew.-i*(*-'ii); OT kJ3(t) = J2"i26(t-ti2), (4.10)
il <2
where the arrival time tn or U2 of reflection from the
ilth
(i2th) scatterer is the accumulation
of the previous inter-arrival intervals, i.e.
il t'2
tn = Yl T> OT ti2 = 12 tp- (4-n)
a=l 0=1
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On the assumption of linearity and circular symmetry, the total reflected signal can be
considered as the sum of the contributions from each microbeam. This is accomplished by
first adding the microbeams within each annulus, and then convolving them by the point
spread function (PSF) of the scatterer-transducer system (4.5) given an appropriate radius
of the associated annulus . For a specific radius rkl (rk2), the sum of the microbeams within
the
k[h
(k2h) annulus may be written as
Ri(rkl)= J2 m*ui(0; or R2(rk2)= Y, mfca.ia(*) (4-12)
Ji h
Under the assumption of linearity, the composite backscattered signal, after convolving with
the system PSF, becomes
r(t,z0)
= PSF(r,z0,t)*(R1 + R2)
/Afm(*l) Nm(k2) \
= PSF(r,z0,t)*l Yl "fciJi(0+ Y m^h(t) (4-13)
\ h n j
The sum of the R\ and R2 is apparently due to the spatial superposition of the two sets of







B(rkl,z0) Y "fciJi(0 + B(rk2,zo) Y m*2,J2(0
ii=1 k2= \ j2= l
1.14)
where iVal and Na2 are the number of the annuli for the tissue set #1 and set #2, respec




annular rings corresponding to the set #1 and set #2, respectively. Nal, Na2, Nm(ki) and
Nm(k2) are given by (4.8) and (4.9). It is observed that the final form of the backscattered
signal is the superposition of the two echo signals from each individual tissue set as if the
other set of scatterers were absent. This satisfies the linear property of the overall imaging
system. Also, it is noted that this technique can be readily extended to the case where
there exist any finite number of microbeam sets.
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SAMPLE PROBLEM Parameters
MONO-MODAL TISSUE mean spacing = 0.5 mm;
CIRCULAR TRANSDUCER focal length = 9 cm, radius = 1.27 cm;
FREQUENCY RANGE lowest frequency = 1.6 MHz
Table 4.2: A sample problem used for description of the simulation procedures.
4.3 Simulation Procedures
In this section, we will describe in detail how the backscattered signal is generated
as the output of a linear imaging system, given a source input as well as a mono-component
tissue medium. An example problem for modeling is assumed and tabulated in Table 4.2.
With the above specifications, the analysis gives rise to the following information.
TISSUE MODEL: The example tissue used for this description is specified to have
the mean spacing x = 0.5mm, and this corresponds to the mean inter-arrival time
r = 0.64 p.s for the sound speed 1560 m/s;
TRANSDUCER: The aperture radius of the transducer is d = 1.27mm and the
transducer focal length is zrj = 9 cm. The lowest central frequency for the simulation
is set to flowest 1-6MHz; therefore the maximum size of the beam shape B(zn)
determined by (4.6) is approximately 8 mm;
PROBABILITY MODELS: The reflecting strength u as a random variable is
chosen to obey Gaussian distribution, whereas the inter-arrival time r modeled as
another random variable satisfies the n-order Gamma function;
SIMULATION MODEL: When the computer simulation is carried out, the sam
pling interval along the time
axis is chosen to be Af = 0.02 p,s and the total number
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of samples is 1024. The equivalent round-way travel time is 20.48 (is or the corre
sponding tissue length is about 1.6 cm.
The simulation procedures to be accomplished include to numerically generate
the random tissue scatterers based upon the corresponding probability density function
(PDF), to extract the required portion of the received signal and to perform the statistical
analysis. Below, we explain and carry out the procedures, graphically show the results
obtained from each step and then conclude this chapter.
(1). Tissue Response:
Consider the tissue response. Two sets of random numbers need to be generated for
each microbeam; one is the n-order Gamma PDF for the inter-arrival time between
two adjacent scatterers, while the other is the Gaussian PDF with zero mean and
0.5 standard deviation for the reflection strengths of the scatterers. The reflector
sequences for a single microbeam mkj(t) are plotted in Figure 4.2 with Gamma order
n = l. The number of annuli Na is given by (4.8) and the number of microbeams
in the
kth
annulus Nm(k) is determined by (4.9). The total number of microbeams
becomes J2k=i Nm(k) and eacfl f them has to be generated independently. Within
each given annulus, the reflector sequences should first be added together and then
be weighted by the beam profile B(r, z) shown in Figure 4.3 at the radius rk as
suggested by (4.14) and finally the annular sum should be applied. The composite
weighted tissue response m,f(t, zq) as a function of time t becomes
Na Nm
mT(t, z0)
= Y B(r>" **) Y2 m*.;W (4-15)
it=i j=i
and is shown in Figure 4.4.
(2). Received RF Signal:
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Figure 4.2: Reflector sequences in one microbeam: a Gaussian PDF for strengths and the
Gamma PDF with order n = 1 for locations.
with the tissue response (4.15). Figure 4.5 is an interrogating FM pulse p(t) with
the central frequency /o = 1.6MHz and frequency bandwidth A/ = 0.5MHz.
The convolution p(t) with mr(/, z0) gives rise to the backscattered signal shown in
Figure 4.6, which is then cross-correlated (pulse compression) with the input FM
pulse p(t) to produce the RF signal r(t, zq) shown in
Figure 4.7. The envelope
detection of the RF signal is finally carried out by applying the Hilbert Transform.
By definition, the envelope of a signal r(t) may be written as
E(t)=\\r(t)-rjH{r(t)}\\, (4.16)
where H{r(t)} is the Hilbert Transform of the signal r(t) and
jH{r(t)}, t = l,2,...,n/2
H{r(t)} = \ 0, t = 0 (4.17)
-jH{r(t)}, t
= n/2 + l,...,n-l
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Figure 4.3: The beam (half bell) shape B(z0) at f0 = l.6MHz.
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H{r{t)} = Y Wtje-2"^. f = 0,l -V-l (4.18)
m=0
Figure 4.5 shows the envelope of the signal in Figure 4.4.
(3). Statistical Analysis
Given a tissue model, simulation of different RF signals in response of different FM
pulse is performed. On the assumption that the process is wide-sense stationary and
ergodic, 30 statistically independent RF signals are simulated for every FM pulse and
for every tissue model used in the simulation work. Thus the statistical parameters
such as Kurtosis A', signal to noise ratio for the envelope SNR^, signal to noise
ratio for the intensity SNR[ and the normalized second moment of intensity ITatio
calculated are the results of ensemble and the time averaging over 30 statistically
independent tissue models. For example, Kurtosis K is defined as
K =
j,**. *'*>,. (4.19)
With the received RF signal, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the Intensity ratio
(Iratio) are calculated as well to investigate the statistical phenomena associated with
the tissue scattering property (see chapter5 for the details).
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time ( (is)
Figure 4.5: An FM pulse with f0 = 1.6 MHz and Af = 0.5 MHz.
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Statistical analysis of echo signals that bear the structural information of 3-D
two-component tissues shall be performed in this chapter. A typical parameter, signal to
noise ratio for intensity (SNR[), will be employed as an example to discuss the echo signal's
behaviors with respect to the central frequency and bandwidth of the FM pulse. These
behaviors are found to contain the features of tissue scatterers and the analysis also shows
that certain higher order moments, such as Kurtosis K and intensity ratio Iratio possess
valuable properties that allow us to disclose the microstructure of 3-D two-component
tissues.
In mono-modal cases, similar techniques will be employed for tissue characteri
zation as a particular application. Statistically parameters of higher order moments ITatio
and K are found to exhibit certain features; some of them are similar to two component
tissue cases and others are apparently unique. In those cases, we will present a series of
interesting observations by means of graphics with descriptions and discussions.
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5.1 Two Component Tissue Characterization
The characterization is based upon a two-component tissue structure where there
are two types of scatterers with distinct mean spacings and reflector strength designs. Specif
ically, one set of scatterers are designed to resemble a background tissue whose correspon
dent mean spacing is 0.5 mm, whereas the other set of scatterers with spatial distribution
of different regularities are embedded in the background tissue. This
'regular'
set of scat
terers is devised to satisfy a Gamma distribution of a mean spacing 2.0 mm for model
series BIMlNxxD and 1.2 7Ti7n for model series B2M2NxxD (see chapter 4 for tissue name
conventions); the regular scatterers have reflection coefficient about four times the mean
of that of the random scatterers. The input signal is a frequency modulated (FM) pulse
whose pattern is featured by the central frequency fo and the bandwidth Af; their varying
ranges are 1.3 - 3.9 MHz and 0.1 - 1.1 MHz, respectively. As previously stated, every
statistical parameter is repeated 30 times over statistically independent RF echo signals,
thus representing a result of ensemble and time average of 30 statistically independent tissue
models.
5.1.1 Variation of SNRr With Respect to f0
It has been reported in the literature [17, 22, 26] that when the 1-D random
scattering medium embedded with strong, sparse, regularly spaced scatterers, the phase
distribution of the detected speckle pattern is no longer uniform over the interval (0,2x)
and the envelope of the echo signal follows a Rician distribution. This observation can be
explained by analogy to the case of Bragg X-ray diffraction where a uniform crystal grid
constructively (in-phase) and destructively (out-phase) contributes the diffracted signals
depending on frequencies. If, in the examined region, the mean spacing of the regularly
distributed scatterers is approximately equal to an integer number of half wavelength, a
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constructive contribution occurs. In this case, the backscattered wavelets from each of the
regular scatterers show similar phases on the speckle pattern and the phasors tend to be ori
ented in a preferred direction in the complex plane. This is theoretically equivalent to adding
a constant phasor to the random walk model [4]. When a destructive contribution occurs
for a given frequency, the backscattered wavelets from adjacent regular scatterers contain
almost opposite phases; hence, the overall constant phasor should hardly be observed in
the complex plane. A similar phenomenon is also found in our 3-D two component tissue
simulations.
Figure 5.1 and figure 5.2 show the SNRi as a function of central frequency
/o for the tissue tissues B1M2N50D and B1M1N50D, respectively. The constructive and
destructive profiles in the above two figures can be clearly seen and this indicates that
SNRi indeed bears certain information on the tissue microstructure. In view of the Bragg
condition, the mean spacing of regularly distributed scatterers can be estimated from two
adjacent maxima since
2s = k\1 = ^- (5.1)
h
and
2s = (k + l)X2 = ^^- (5.2)
should hold when the in-phase condition is satisfied. In (5.1) and (5.2), A: is a positive
integer, v is the speed of sound and fi,f2 {h > h) u^ the central frequencies corresponding







The symbol [ ] of the bracketed item truncates the number to the nearest integer.
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1.5 2 2.5 3
central frequency ( in MHz
3.5
Figure 5.1: Variation of SNRi for the tissue B2M1N50D as a function of the central
frequency fo (Af = 0.5MHz)
1.5 2 2.5 3
central frequency f 0 in MHz
3.5
Figure 5.2: Variation of SNRi for the tissue B1M1N50D as a function of the central
frequency fo (Af = 0.5MHz)
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It is observed that both figure 5.1 and figure 5.2 do not exhibit a perfect con
structive and destructive pattern and this is mainly because the
'regular'
scatterers are not
perfectly regularly distributed (the Gamma order n is 50). Moreover, it will be shown in the
following figures that the lower the regularity is, the less apparent the constructive and de
structive pattern becomes, as expected. The similar constructive and destructive patterns
may also be obtained for other statistical parameters, such as Kurtosis K, SNR&, and
Eatio- Another explicit phenomenon is that when /o increases (the resolution cell volume
becomes smaller), the number of regularly spaced scatterers in the resolution cell volume
decreases and their contributions to the SNR[ decrease. Thus, SNRi drops as f0 increases
(see figure 5.3(a) and 5.3(b)). However, there is no an obvious decrease in amplitude for
less regularity cases as shown in figure 5.3(c) and 5.3(d).
5.1.2 Variation of Iratio With Respect to A/
Recently, Chen et al. [1] generalized the formulation for non-Gaussian and non-
Rayleigh properties of ultrasound echo signals to derive the statistical parameters of higher
order moments in consideration of system effects. It is instructive to summarize the formulas
and specify them for our applications. The ratio of the fourth moment of a signal to the
square of the second moment of its envelope, ITatioi is given by
*~- fwr?"j+5^k' (5-4)
and, similarly, the ratio of the fourth moment to the square of the second moment of the
signal, known as Kurtosis K, is written as
^il^^ + JL. (5.5)<r2(f)>2
NeffVe
K >
Under the assumption that the reflection strength of scatterers is approximately independent
of frequency over the bandwidth of measurement, the effective scatterer number density
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of SNRi os a function of fo for the two component tissue
B2MlNxxD (Af = 0.5MHz);(a) Gamma order n = 50;(b) Gamma order n = 10; (c)
Gamma order n = 5;(d) Gamma order n = 2
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where B(r) is the Fourier transform of the transducer aperture, p(t) the FM pulse, N
the scatterer number density, u> the reflection strength of the scatterer and v the speed of
acoustic wave. It is apparent that both Nejj and Ve determine the departure from the
Rayleigh (Gaussian) statistics. From (5.6) and (5.7), it is concluded that if the effective
scatterer number density Nejf is very high and/or the resolution cell volume Ve is very
large, the speckle pattern reaches Rayleigh (Gaussian) statistics. In this limitation, the
echo signal intensity will follow an exponential distribution with Iratio approaching 2, while
the echo signal obeys a Gaussian distribution with Kurtosis approaching 3.
Unfortunately, our simulation results do not seem to match these theoretical
predictions in this limiting case. To show this disagreement, we plot Iratio vs. A/ and
K vs. Af, respectively, in figure 5.4 and 5.5 for B2MlNxxD and in figure 5.6 and 5.7
for BIMlNxxD with various Gamma order n. From figure 5.4 and figure 5.6, it could be
observed that in all the cases Iratio reaches a value below 2 when A/ ~~+ 0 (i.e. the resolution
cell volume Ve ~+ oo). Likewise, Kurtosis K in figure 5.5 and figure 5.7 approaches a value
less than 3 as A/ ~* 0. These observations have been verified as well in measurement that
was carried out in the Rochester Institute of Technology.
We believe that the repeatable phenomena must contain an implication in theory
that should be investigated; therefore, we suggest below a statistical formulation to give
a satisfactory explanation to
the observations. As discussed in section 5.1, echo signals
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Figure 5.7: Kurtosis K as a function ofAf for two component tissue BIMlNxxD at fo=1.3
MHz.
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of regularly spaced scatterers on the echo signals is equivalent to addition of a constant
phasor to the random walk model. The envelope may then be characterized by a Rician
distribution and the intensity by a modified Rician [4]. Particularly, if this added phasor is
y/Tl of a zero phase angle (with no loss of generality) and if the complex amplitude signal is
u due to the background scatterers (where
uu*
= Io), then the composite resultant signal
can be written as





Since the positions of all background random scatterers are assumed statistically indepen
dent, we have < u >=<
u*
>= 0. Thus, the second moment (intensity) of the signal
becomes
< I > = <
vv*
>
= <uir + >//T(u+u') + I. >
= <
uu*






= < /0 > +/.. (5.9)
The fourth moment (squared intensity) can also be derived in a similar manner, i.e.
</2> = <(w*)2>





+ /, + 2v/77u*) >
= <
u2u*2




+ 4uu*) + 2I.y/T.(u + u*) + i]
= </02>+/,2+4/<I0>. (5.10)







>=< u*2u >= 0. (5.11)
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The normalized second moment of the intensity may then be expressed as








+7; + il, < J0 >
4fer + a2 + 4a
(5.12)







where a = -? . It is observed that if/, = 0, Iratio reduces to -^ r, which is identical
< Jo > < io >














1 + 2a +
a2
v '
in the presence of I3. Since the second term is always less than 1 (0 < = < 1) for
1 + 2a + or
a > 0, hence, ITatio 1S always less than 2 when Ve ~> 00. This explains why ITatio may drop
down less than 2. Similarly, the explanation is applicable to Kurtosis. The plot of (5.13)
shows the limitation value of Iratio as a function of a in figure 5.8.
It is concluded that whenever Iratio (Kurtosis) reaches a value less than 2 (3)
as Ve or Neff becomes very large, there most likely exists a
'regular'
structure portion in
the examined tissue region. Also, it could be clearly seen that the higher the regularity
is, the more /, contributes, and the earlier and lower Iratio goes below 2. We observe that
the parameter a, or the ratio of I, to < Jo >, can be estimated to determine the relative
strength of the regular and/or semi-random scatterer distribution with respect to that of
the background tissue. The scatterer number density (SND) can also be estimated using
the formulation and these issues will be discussed in the following subsection.
5.1.3 Statistical Parameter Estimators
a Estimator
Since the constant phasor I9, or more specific the parameter a (the ratio of I,
to < Io >), dominates the limiting value of the second moment intensity Iratio or the
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Figure 5.8: Iratio vs- a in the limit of Ve ~* oo
Kurtosis K, it is instructive to extract this parameter for tissue characterization. This can
be accomplished by considering (5.13), which is valid when the limit Ve ~ oo is taken.
This implies that one needs to graphically estimate an Iratio value from a specific Iratio
~
Af figure (for a given tissue structure) when A/ approaches zero. This Iratio value, when
drawn on figure 5.8, corresponds to a horizontal line. The crossover of the line with the
Iratio
~
<* curve determines the desired parameter a. The validity of the a estimator has
been confirmed by the tabulated examples in Table 5.1.
SND Estimator
As described in section 5.1, the mean spacing of regularly distributed scatterers
may be estimated based upon the knowledge of SNRi as a function of central frequency.
Other techniques have also been reported [27, 10, 11] for this purpose. Here, we discuss the
estimation of scatterer number density (SND) for the background tissue scatterers in the
presence of a regular scatterer distribution.
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Tissue Models Limiting ITatio Assigned a Estimated a
BIMlNxxD 1.38 5 4.1
B2MlNxxD 1.48 2.3 2.5
Table 5.1: Examples for estimation of parameter a.
Similar to the scheme described in [18], the SND in the presence of regular














where Nejf and Ve are given by (5.6) and (5.7), respectively. It is noted
that Iratio is linearly
proportional to 1/Ve for a is a constant. If ITatio vs. 1/Ve were plotted, one would expect
to obtain a line and thus be able to estimate iVe// by calculating the slope of the line,
or the tangent of the angle between the line and the horizontal axis (representing 1/Ve).
The linearitv relation between Iratio and 1/Ve is indeed shown in figure 5.9. Owing to the
and that the reflection strengths are set to unity for all the
<u2>2
fact that Neff = N ,






[19]. Therefore, the SND N is approximately equal to Neff.
To proceed, the resolution
cell volume Ve remains to be evaluated before the SND estimation and this is carried out
by calculating the volume of an
equivalent cylinder whose diameter is given by the FWHM
beamwidth of B2(r,z0) from (4.6) and height given by v/2 multiplied by the FWHM pulse
width obtained from p\t), the squared envelope of the pulse. The
estimated SND's for
model BIMlNxxD of mean spacing 0.5 mm in this manner axe tabulated in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of the linearity relation Iratio vs. 1/Ve for the two component tissue
B1M1N01D. xxx: simulated results : linear regression results.
Tissue Models BIMlNxxD 01 03 10 30 50
SND Estimations 4.299 4.471 4.00 4.272 4.176
Mean Spacing Estimations (mm) 0.615 0.607 0.639 0.616 0.621
Table 5.2: Examples for estimation of SND.
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5.2 Monocomponent Tissue Characterization
In mono-component cases, the 3-D tissue is composed of a cluster of random
scatterers with a unique mean spacing. Seven different regularities (n = 1,2,3,5, 10,30,50)
are assigned to describe the
scatterers'
spacing randomness. Each calculation of a statistical
parameter is a result of ensemble and time averaging over 30 statistically independent RF
signals which are in turn due to the 30 times independent tissue constructions, similar to
the two component tissue analysis. We shall apply the technique proposed and developed
for two component tissues to qualitatively interpret some observations in mono-component
cases.
5.2.1 Delta Reflectors
There are three mono-component tissue cases corresponding to three different
mean spacings 0.5mm, 1.2mm and 2.0mm and each case has seven regularities, as above
mentioned. For simplicity, the reflector strengths are set to unity for all cases. As for
FM pulses, the central frequency /o ranges from 1.3 MHz to 3.9 MHz and the frequency
bandwidth A/ from 0.1 MHz to 1.1 MHz.
Iratio and K vs. A/ for different /o From figure 5.10(a), it could be
observed that Iratio reaches a value less than 2 as A/ becomes small, which resembles a
two component structure. Based upon our theory described in section 5.1, this implies an
existence of certain unknown regular (distribution) components in the tissue. It is thus
possible to estimate the relative strength of these regular components in a similar manner
proposed in two component tissue studies. In addition, for a given A/, IraUo is found to
monotonically increase as /o increases and this is because Iratio is inversely proportional
to Ve and Ve inversely proportional to fo. In general, these computed patterns agree very
well with the existing theory. Similar variations for Kurtosis with respect to /o are also
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Tissue Models M1N03D M2N50D M3N10D
Estimated Mean Spacing
of Regular Components (mm)
2.24 1.71 3.13
Given Mean Spacing
of Background Tissues (mm)
0.5 2.0 1.2
Table 5.3: Examples for mean spacing estimations for the fictitious regular distribution
portions.
predicted in figure 5.10(b).
Iratio VS. A/ for different n Figure 5.11(a) illustrates the variations of Iratio
vs. A/ for different n. It is noted that when n is less than 10, Iratio almost remains
unchanged, whereas Iratio begins to display a significant variation for n larger that 30. As
a whole, there is no an obvious phenomenon similar to the two component cases shown in
figure 5.6, describing the pattern change with respect to a change in the regularity order n.
However, the pattern difference between the larger n and the lower n (n less than 10) can
be indeed observed. Kurtosis vs. A/ for different n shows the same profile illustrated in
figure 5.11(b). Other calculations relative to the regularity order, such as IraUo and K with
respect to central frequency for different n's, have also been carried out and it turns out
that the conclusion is similar. That is, the difference of the parameters can be noticeably
observed only when n changes from less than 10 to larger than 30. This corresponds to
changes in variance about the mean spacing from 10% to 3%.
Themean spacing of the 'regular
component'
of scatterers for themono-component
tissues could roughly be estimated from figure 5.12 by means of (5.3), as if they were 'em
bedded'
in a background scatterers. The results of three samples are tabulated in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.10: Higher order moments as a function of Af for mono-component tissue
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Figure 5.11: Parameters as a function of Af for mono-component MINxxD; fo = 1.3
MHz; (a)Iratio vs. Af; (b)Kurtosis vs. Af (the x axis represents Af in MHz).
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is reasonable since the concept of existence of a regular distribution component is ficti
tiously devised to explain the phenomena observed from the analysis and measurement.
We suggest to consider the tissue structure of this type in such a way that the entire
mono-
component cluster of scatterers may be decomposed into a regular portion which contributes
the phenomena analogy to two component structures. This decomposition however may not
necessarily be unique in practice and a scheme to implement is left for the future work.
Comparisons of higher moments Figure 5.13 illustrates the comparisons
of higher order moments Iratio and K for three mono-component tissues of different mean
spacings. Figure 5.13(a) and (b) are plotted for the central frequency fo of 1.3 MHz,
while (c) and (d) are obtained for fo of 3.9 MHz. It is obvious that the larger the mean
spacing, the larger the associated higher order moments. Although the two central frequen
cies are purposely selected corresponding to the two extremes in our frequency range, the
observations hold true in all the cases.
5.2.2 Gaussian Reflectors
A Gaussian distribution with zero mean and 0.5 standard deviation is introduced
for simulation of the reflection strength of the scatterers. In this study, two tissue models
corresponding to the mean spacing 0.5 mm and 2.0 mm are constructed. The central
frequency /o and the frequency bandwidth A/ are assigned to vary in the range (1.6 MHz,
2.8 MHz) and (0.5 MHz, 1.5 MHz), respectively. It is understood that the randomness
contributions to the echo signals in this case are not only from the irregularity of
scatterers'
locations but also from the variances in the reflection strength of scatterers. Hence, the
relations among the statistic parameters of the RF signals with the tissue medium and
the imaging system become quite complex. Comprehensively quantitative investigation
and analysis are beyond the scope of this thesis. However, for the convenience of the future
work, we graphically present a set of statistical solutions using our simulation tools. Certain
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Figure 5.12: Variations of SNRi and Iratio a* a function of the central frequency
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Figure 5.13: Higher order moments as a function of fo and Af for Gamma order n =1;
(a)Iratio vs. Af, f0 = 1.3MHz; (b)Kurtosis vs. Af, f0 = 1.3MHz; (c)Iratio vs. Af,
fo = 3.9MHz; (d)Kurtosis vs. Af, f0 = 3.9MHz;
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interesting observations as regard to ITatio and K are listed as follows.
(A). Tissue Models of 0.5 mm Mean Spacing
In general, a lower central frequency gives rise to a lower profile of higher order moments;
exceptions are the case for /0=2.5 MHz and part for /o=1.9 MHz.
The values of explicitly below 2 for Iratio and below 3 for K when A/ approaches zero
have been observed for all Gamma order n's. These limiting value are around 1.73-1.88 for
Iratio and 2.72-2.98 for K.
No simple increase or decrease in regularity is observed for a change in the Gamma
order n. This is a typical situation due to the Gaussian distribution strength of reflectors.
Figure 5.16 - 5.19 have shown this fact.
(B). Tissue Models of 2.0 mm Mean Spacing
It is clear that the lower central frequency corresponds to a smaller higher order moments.
There is no exception being observed, as opposed to models MINxxG.
Contrary to tissues MINxxG, the limiting values of Iratio and K are all above 2 and 3,
respectively.
There is no clear pattern concerning regularities, similar to tissue models of 0.5 mm and
this has been shown in Figure 5.22 - 5.25.
Since the mean spacing is larger than that of tissue models MINxxG, the patterns of
higher order moments vs. central frequency exhibit a monotonic increase in the whole
frequency range.
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Figure 5.14: Iratio os a function ofAf for different f0 (model M1N01G)
Figure 5.15: Kurtosis K as a function ofAf for different fo (model M1N01G)
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Figure 5.19: Kurtosis K as a function of fo for different Gamma order n at Af = ll.0Af.ffz
(model MINxxG)
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Figure 5.20: Iratio os a function ofAf for different f0 (model M2N01G)
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Statistical analysis of ultrasound RF signals offers a powerful tool for tissue char
acterization in ultrasound imaging. This thesis describes the development of a 3-D statis
tical simulation model for scatterer's number density (mean spacing) and relative reflector
strength predictions for a complex structure, so-called two component tissue. In general,
any simulation technique for tissue characterization includes three procedures, i.e. source
generation, tissue scatterer modeling and backscattering signal analysis. The research fo
cuses on robust modality development in each step and proposes innovative analytical ap
proaches applicable for efficient and accurate statistical modeling.
Specifically, a new FM signal representation has been derived to substitute the
conventional one, and this form of FM pulse expression offers a possibility for extensive
statistical simulation effectively and efficiently. The microbeam concept has been expanded
in this thesis, allowing multiple sets of 3-D scatterer distributions embedded altogether.
Also, a Gamma distribution is employed to model the spacings of tissue scatterers because
it provides a flexible parameter to describe the randomness. As for the statistical analysis of
received signals backscattered from thus constructed two component tissues, a theoretical
explanation using the 'constant phasor
/,'
has been provided to interpret the phenomena
observed for the statistical parameters, such as the normalized second moment of intensity
Iratio and Kurtosis K. This theory offers a satisfactory interpretation and prediction for
both the simulation and the measurement results. Statistical analysis schemes have also
been described for estimating the scatterer number density (or the mean spacing) and
the relative reflection strength of the scatterers of the regular component. Lastly, based
upon the experience in two component structure studies, it is found that certain
mono-
component tissues contain to some extent regular structure portions, as if regular scatterers
were
'embedded'
in the background scatterers. When mono-component tissues are studied,
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both Gaussian and Delta reflectors axe introduced for reflector design. They are indeed
found to exhibit different properties.
As far as the future work is concerned, the extended microbeam technique offers
a possibility to expand the research to a class of more complex tissue structures and we
make a few suggestions as follows:
For two component tissue study, search and develop practical applications for esti
mation of relative reflector strength;
Investigate the physical mechanism of a monocomponent tissue containing the reg
ular distribution portion;
Extend the research to a more complex tissue structure, such as that with multiple
sets of scatterers, statistically inhomogeneous distribution or a layered medium;




DERIVATION FOR NOVEL FM PULSE
REPRESENTATION
This appendix section is intended to fill the mathematical gaps in chapter 2 when
the derivation of the novel FM pulse representation was discussed. Some equations may be
repeated from chapter 2 to ensure the smooth presentation of the material.
Consider a standard FM pulse in terms of a modulated chirp windowed by a red
function of the time duration T,
-c-fv







Its power spectrum is, as usual, achieved by taking Fourier Transform of (A.l). Specifically,
this yields,
F{FMpulse)








= Fx + Fi (A.2)
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where F\ and T2 are given by,
i -r
(t-Z)2
Tx = ~ eTB-e-XW-M-^Ut (A.3)
2] Jo
F2 = ~ [TeJJ?r-e->2*Ut+'>t+bt2Ut (AA)
2j Jo
v
Since (A.3) and (A.4) are non-integratable or not expressible with any elementary functions,
as pointed out in the chapter, the Stationary Phase Point (SPP) technique is instead applied
and the accuracy of the results will be tested and discussed in Appendix 2 for validation.
A brief description of the SPP technique is as follows [25]:
it is typically useful for the integral whose integrand consists of a magnitude and a
phase;
the magnitude shall vary slowly as a function of the integration variable as opposed
to the phase that is a quickly oscillating term;
the resulting integralmay then be approximated such that the dominant contribution
is the integrand at the stationary phase point, defined as the location at which the
phase function presents the maximum or minimum;
the remaining factor is an integral whose integrand is of quadratic phase form only.
Let us apply the technique to the integral (A.3) following the aforementioned procedures
and (A.4) may be solved in the same fashion.
The phase term of the integrand in (A.3)
<j>(t)
= -2x(/<
- fht - bt2) (A.5)
has its zero first derivative to occur at
< = 'ip = ^(/-/6). (A-6)
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b(t\p)2) + \2b(t -
t]p)2
+ 0 {(t - t]p)3}
= M^r)2^-1^)2- (AJ)
As with (A.7), eq(A.3) becomes,
Tx = :e




The integral of (A.8) is the typical form with a slowly varying magnitude and a fast os
cillating phase term, particularly suited for the application of the SPP technique. To this
end, assuming the dominant contribution from the integrand at the stationary phase point
t\ (that is, evaluating the magnitude at this point), one obtains a simplified expression,
Fx = -j-e
to*
e V^*7 / e V
2b ) dt (A.9)
2 Jo
Like its complex version, the finite upper and lower limits of the integral in (A.9) still
do not allow it expressible in terms of any basic functions, either. This however does not
produce any difficulty fortunately in our analysis for we are only concerned with the relative
power spectrum for the bandwidth. Therefore, one may symbolically express the integral
by making use of the mid-value theorem in Calculus to get
jzx
_ e~3M\r^) {cos(2xbtf)+jsin(2irbt?)}
= -jL tte \^*/ Axe>^ (A.10)
4b
where t\ and t'2 are themid-values in (t\p,
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Separating the real and imaginary parts of (A.10) and (A.12) and taking sum of all the
related terms, one has
F {FM Pulse} = -i|
hxAxe-^^^y^ - E2Aae'MllUkye-J*> I
T






a = 2xb(^-)2-<t>x (A.15)
ft = 2*6(^)2-^
Given (A.16), the power spectrum of the signal in terms of A's, B's, a, /?, as well as their
originals, may be written as
\\F{FM pulse}
||2
= {e\A\ + E\A\ - 2ExE2AxA2cos(a + /?)}
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= { [cos2(2i:bt'?) + sin2(2irbt'22)] e
~^~o2





cos(a + f3)} (A.16)
It is apparent that the power spectrum of the FM Pulse contains two Gaussian functions of
equal widths (note the slightly difference of the amplitudes due to the SPP approximation
does not affect the result fortunately). These two peaks are located symmetrically with
respect to the center (d.c. point f=0), with a positive and a negative frequency components.
For only is the increasingly sweeping chirp considered in the signal, we need to limit our
analysis to a power spectrum
that is of a single Gaussian pattern whose central peak is located in a positive fre
quency range;
without an overlap between the two peaks.
Limit 1 obviously shows an increasing chirp expected from the original signal and limit 2
implies physically that the chirp is purely increasing desired for simulation. These limits
mathematically indicate, as / ~-+ 0, that
Um e ^o3 ~* 0
and
<f-fn)2+(f+fn)3 C/'+jg) tS





Hence, the third term of (A.16) is negligible and the desired power spectrum becomes,











As for the bandwidth with a Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM), let
Hf) = \nfo), (A.19)
thus,
= I. (A.20)
Taking the nature logarithm of (2.20) on both sides, and rearranging the expression, yields
/i,2 = /o 2bGVhi~2, (A.21)
or
Af = fx-f2 = 46<2v1n~2. (A.22)
From (A.21),(A.22) and (A.l), the starting frequency /;, and sweeping rate b may be ex
pressed in terms of the center frequency fo and the bandwidth A/ as,
A " /o-J^r (A'23)
' - ^fe- (A-24)
Finally, inserting (A.24) and (A.24) into (A.l) gives,
f TAf Af 1
('-?)2
FM pulse = sin \ 2x(/0 ^ i)t + 2tt
' t2
} e ~2&~rectF
I 4GVln2 4Gv1n2 J
l_ 2
(A.25)
This is the desired FM pulse representation of closed form in terms of the center frequency
/o and bandwidth Af.
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